Abstract: In [5], Jackiewicz and Tracogna proposed a general formulation of two step Runge-Kutta (TSRK) methods. Using formulas for two-step pairs of TSRK methods constructed in [6] , Jackiewicz and Verner obtain results for order 8 pairs that fail to show this designated order. Hairer and Wanner [3] identify the problem by using B-series to formulate a complete set of order conditions for TSRK methods, and emphasize that special starting methods are necessary for the first step of implementation. They observe that for methods with stage order at least p-1, and design order p, starting methods of order at least p are sufficient. In this paper, the more general challenge to provide correct starting values for methods of low stage-order is met by showing how perturbed starting values should be selected for methods of order 6 and stage-order 3. The approach is sufficiently general that it may (and later will) be provided for such methods of higher orders. Evidence of the accompanying improvement in the implementation of TSRK methods illustrates that carefully designed starting methods are essential for efficient production codes based on methods of low stage-order.
Introduction
This article considers some explicit methods for approximating solutions to an initial value problem written as an autonomous system y (x) = f (y(x)), x ∈ [x 0 , x end ], y(x 0 ) = y 0 ,
where the derivative function f : I R n → I R n is assumed to be sufficiently continuous. To exploit the advantages of accurate solutions obtained by Runge-Kutta methods for the numerical solution of (1) , and the substantially smaller number of derivative evaluations per step required by linear multistep methods, various hybrid forms of these two types of method have appeared during the past four decades. Methods of a recent explicit family specified as two-step Runge-Kutta (TSRK) methods [5] 
j = 1, 2, . . . , s, i = 1, 2, . . . , N − 1 for a positive integer N, and a fixed stepsize h = (x end − x 0 )/N . In this paper, we restrict consideration to methods for which u j = θ = 0. For a vector c defined by c = (A + B)e where A and B are the matrices of coefficients in (2) and e is a vector of units defined by e i = 1, i = 1, .., s, the coefficients may be conveniently displayed in the form: To analyze these methods, we interpret {Y j i , j = 1, . . . , s} as approximations of local stage order q ≤ p to y(x i + c j h) and y i as an approximation of order p to y(x i ): this means that {Y j i = y(x i + c j h) + O(h min(q+1,p) ), j = 1, . . . , s}, and y i = y(x i ) + O(h p ) respectively as h → 0. In particular, the choice of c implies that each method has stage-order at least 1. While several modifications [6, 9] study implementation of these formulas with variable stepsizes in order to control error growth, this study focuses on a correct implementation of TSRK methods using fixed stepsizes in order to illustrate how leading terms of the error are propagated, and how they may be controlled to achieve the design order. Even so, these results will influence the implementation of corresponding TSRK pairs which use variable stepsizes, and further research in this direction may lead to improved algorithms.
As in [5, 6] , the methods considered are explicit, and in particular are of type 1, so that B is a lower triangular matrix. We assume the general form of order conditions derived by Jackiewicz and Tracogna [5] based on the approach of Albrecht [1] . This formulation uses the matrices A and B, the diagonal matrix C defined so that c=Ce, and the identity matrix I. These order equations were solved directly by Jackiewicz and Verner [6] to obtain parametric families of TSRK pairs of orders (3, 4) , (5, 6) , and (7,8) requiring 3, 4 and 5 stages respectively. While the derivation of starting methods is confined here to those appropriate for selected four-stage TSRK formulas of order 6, the same approach with suitable modifications may be applied for corresponding improvements in TSRK methods of other orders.
Some illuminating experiments
Error estimating pairs of TSRK formulas of orders 7,8 constructed in [6] satisfied the order conditions, but on application to several problems, appeared to achieve only order 6. Because the methods were implemented using variable steps, the cause of this order reduction was not obvious. Philip Sharp suggested two tests using fixed order implementations that might help to resolve the dilemma. To illustrate the source of unexpected error, some known and new methods of order 6 are applied to three representative problems taken from the DETEST set [4] . 
To calibrate results from TSRK methods, each test was initially applied using an efficient eightstage Runge-Kutta method (PDRK6) of order 6 obtained by Prince and Dormand [7] . In the first test, starting with initial values for the three initial value problems, approximations were obtained by this method with stepsizes 2 −n /5, n = 0, 1, . Table 2a . Order estimates using a fixed stepsize implementation of PDRK6 which has stage-order 1 and order 6.
In the second test, starting with the same initial values for problems A1 and A4, formal power series solutions in step length h for the first three steps were obtained using the MAPLE computing environment. Table 2b : Leading error terms in three steps of PDRK6 Table 2a shows that PDRK6 achieves order 6 for A4 and D1, and order 7 for A1 (this method was designed to achieve order 7 for all linear, constant coefficient problems). For corresponding results from a TSRK method, we studied several stage-order 3 and order 6 methods derived using the approach in [6] . As the achieved order was clearly identified by TSRK methods using a small positive value of c 1 , we selected the following method with c 1 = 0.001 for illustration. Additional values were required for starting, and the first test was applied using solution and derivative values over [0,h] obtained using RK4 over ten steps of length h/10. For the second test, exact solution and derivative starting values were obtained for A1 and A4, and used with this method. The results reported in Table 4a display less accuracy than for DPRK6, and only order 5 for the three problems shown; similar tests on other problems show similar results, although for a quadrature problem in which there is no dependence on errors in the stage values, the achieved order is 6. The results of Table 4b support this: even so, it is quite remarkable that the leading error terms which have O(h 5 ) do not accumulate, but rather have an identical constant multiple from step to step, so that the global error is also a multiple of h 5 . To understand why this occurs, we observe, that the propagated approximations y i have an error which is a multiple of h 6 , and each new local error arises from a weighted sum of derivative values with errors of O(h 5 ) added to this value. The coefficients of this weighted sum are sufficient that the error generated has exactly the same leading term as the corresponding error of the previous step. From the analysis, it turns out that this is to be expected, since the underlying design of a TSRK method is that in each step exactly the same error components in the stages are propagated from step to step in order that they may be annihilated by the final weight summation which yields the approximation to the solution at the grid points at the end of each step. Table 4a . Order estimates using a fixed stepsize implementation of TSRK6 of order 6 with c 1 = 0.001 using 10 steps of RK4 for starting values. 
Order Conditions for a Starting Procedure
To motivate the derivation of a suitable starting procedure, we begin by outlining the approach taken by Jackiewicz and Tracogna [5] to derive order conditions for a TSRK method. Initially, the local truncation error of the propagated solution at x i+1
is expanded as a Taylor series with coefficients given as quadrature expressions
Similarly, a Taylor series expansion of the local truncation errors for the stage values y(
has coefficients given by the (vector) subquadrature expressions
For approximate stage values
Also, errors in derivative evaluations of these stages,
Then formal Taylor series in powers of h are obtained for each of q i+1 and t i+1 . For coefficients of these formal series, (8) is used to obtain conditions which lead with further intricate manipulations of (9) to formal expressions of the order conditions. This development is provided separately for a single differential equation and for systems in [5] .
In particular, the 37 order conditions which are necessary for a TSRK to have order 6 are derived and tabulated from these formal order conditions. The execution of one step of such a method uses solution values of order p at two points, x i and x i+1 , and stage values of order q (≤ p) at offstep points, to generate both solution and stage values one step later. Hence, solution values at x 1 and stage values for the first step must be selected by some procedure different from the TSRK formula. If starting stage values were chosen to be accurate to the design order, in particular that
, then a careful study of the derivation in [5] would show that equation (8) Accordingly, we extend the analysis in Jackiewicz and Tracogna [5] to determine how starting solution and derivative values may be selected in order to be consistent with the order conditions. The pairs derived in [6] yield coefficients which satisfy the order conditions necessary to achieve the correct order in each propagated step of a TSRK method. What is needed is a procedure for calculating each of the starting values y 1 and Y 0 . The solution value y 1 at x 1 must be O(h p+1 ), and this may be obtained by a standard Runge-Kutta method of order p. However, to propagate (2) correctly, the starting stage values of Y 0 must be selected so that
which may be rewritten as
For a TSRK method of order p = 6, and stage order q = 3 so that 
This formula and the analog for the expected value of Y −1 can be expanded to give
On recursive substitution of this expansion into the right side of (12), and then partial expansion about y(x 0 + ch) and x 0 leads to
Finally, a series expansion in powers of h gives We show now how to derive a set of special Runge-Kutta methods which are designed specifically to obtain correct starting values for any well-behaved problem. A different method is derived for computing each of the four starting values. The parameters of each method denoted by {b, A, c} are computed to satisfy the standard order conditions up to order 3, and in addition, sets of perturbed order conditions of orders 4 and 5 which arise from the corresponding terms in expansion (15) above. These conditions can be easily tabulated using the matrix formulation for the TSRK methods, and corresponding matrices for the starting methods.
For a convenient representation of the order conditions, we define (vectors)
ApBC [4] = 5!C −5 (A + B) C [4] .
Observe that C and ApBC [4] j denote the components of these vectors which define conditions corresponding to the starting value at node c j , j = 1, .., 4. Note that a different starting method is required for each stage.
Some comments on these special order conditions may clarify their derivation obtained by expanding (15) in terms of elementary differentials. Since the starting values are only used in the derivative evaluations of subsequent solution components, only terms up to order 5 need be considered. In Table 5 , only terms of orders 4 and 5 are modified from the corresponding standard order conditions. For each, multiplication by the standard derivative y (k) (x 0 ) determines that
j , k = 4, 5 must be added. As well, we add ApBC [4] j to coefficients of those terms of order 5 for which the elementary differentials include ∂f/∂y{y(x 0 )} -i.e. precisely those terms for which the Runge-Kutta order conditions begin with b t A. The left side of condition XI requires the dot product of the weight vector b with the term by term square of the vector ACe -this componentwise square is denoted in XI by a dot.
I. Table 5 : Order conditions to order 5 for the starting method for node c j
Solving the Order Conditions
To obtain components of Y 0 , we derive a set of four Runge-Kutta methods: we require coefficients {b, A, c} for one starting method satisfying the (perturbed) order conditions of Table 5 for each of four stages. For each method, we elected to use seven stages, and a strategy for solving the order conditions is adapted from that for 5,6 pairs in [10] . In particular, we will construct methods with stage order 2. In addition, we compute y 1 using a corresponding Runge-Kutta method of stage order 2 and conventional order 6 also derived using the strategy developed by Verner [10] . We continue with a detailed description of the algorithm for computing coefficients of the "internal" starting Runge-Kutta methods. For each internal node c j :
and then solve the four sets of linear equations separately for k=0,1,2,3,
to obtain the (vector) homogeneous polynomials
, and for convenience, we selectedĈ
[6] j = 0, and ApBC [5] j = 0, although any other values may be selected without decreasing the order of the methods obtained.) Now it may be easily shown that coefficients chosen to yield these homogeneous polynomials together with the stage-order conditions Ae = Ce and ACe = C 2 e/2 satisfy all but conditions XII and XIII of Table 5 . With these choices, conditions XII and XIII hold simultaneously if
and this condition may be satisfied by using it to compute a 4,2 . Moreover, each of order conditions XII and XIII must hold separately (or else neither would be valid). For a standard Runge-Kutta method of order 6, the order conditions up to order 5 are those of Table 5 withĈ
[k] j = 0. In this case, order condition XII may be written (see [10] )
which reduces to
In contrast, the corresponding condition to satisfy XII (or else XIII when (19) holds) for a TSRK method is a substantial constraint on nodes c 3 , c 4 , c 5 . Using MAPLE to manipulate order condition XII in this case, we find for the values of C [4] j , C [5] j , ((A + B) C [4] ) j determined from the selected TSRK method, that values of the nodes c 3 , c 4 , c 5 , of an acceptable starting method for node c j must be selected to annihilate the polynomial in these parameters which appears in the Appendix.
This polynomial imposes a condition on the nodes which together with the previous conditions is sufficient to obtain a starting method for node c j . It is linear in c 5 , but unstable in this parameter: small changes in either c 3 In summary, to compute the coefficients of each starting method, we need to (i) compute C [4] j , C [5] j , ((A+B) C [4] ) j from the selected TSRK method (ii) select the arbitrary nodes , choose a 3,2 , a 4,2 , a 4,3 to satisfy the two stage order conditions and (19) (v) compute the homogeneous polynomials using (18), and (vi) use these with the back-substitution (see [8, p . 1175] for example):
to find the remaining entries of A. . Table 6 : Approximate coefficients of the starting method for node c 1 = 1/1000
For choices of small positive c 1 , the weights are large, but in our experiments the corresponding starting methods obtained more clearly indicate the expected improvement in order. In order to illustrate this dependence on the starting methods, we have selected a TSRK method with c 1 = 1/1000. For this TSRK method in Table 3 , the first (of four) internal Runge-Kutta starting methods has the coefficients in Table 6 . (The free parameters are displayed as rational fractions.) Starting methods for the remaining three (larger) nodes, can be computed using the given algorithm. For these, the weights in b are of moderate size. (We conclude by noting that because C −k occurs in computingĈ [k] , c 1 must be different than zero. We have not found an alternative derivation which will allow c 1 = 0, and because the weights become large as c 1 → 0, this may not be possible for this approach to computing Y 0 .) Accurate values of the TSRK coefficients in Table 3 may be computed using the algorithm in [6] . For each of the four starting methods, we selected the (same) arbitrary nodes c 2 , c 3 , c 5 , and c 6 , shown in Table 6 , but the computed coefficients (shown for example, for the first starting method in Table 6 Table 7a . Order estimates using a fixed stepsize implementation of a TSRK method of order 6 and stage-order 3 with c 1 = 0.001, with four 7-stage perturbed Runge-Kutta methods for Y 0 , and an RK6 for y 1 .
We applied this method to the same initial value problems and tests of §2. Despite the large weights of the first starting method shown in Table 6 , the expected improvement is clearly documented in Tables 7a and 7b : we achieved the design order of the TSRK methods in both tests for these and for other test problems. Moreover, the numerical error has been reduced from that in Table 4a with the use of these starting methods, even though this improved procedure is still not quite as efficient as the near optimal PDRK6 used for comparison. (Observe that each step of TSRK6 uses four derivative evaluations per step, while each step of PDRK6 requires eight deriva-tives per step; to equilibrate the relative amounts of computation, we doubled the stepsize for each application of PDRK6.) 
Conclusions
This study illustrates that special starting methods identified by Hairer and Wanner [3] can be designed and derived to achieve full order when TSRK methods of low stage-order are applied to smooth problems. The method used for illustration is not better than a near optimal conventional Runge-Kutta method. However, more improvement both in the selection of arbitrary parameters and in the design of starting methods may be possible, and hence further investigation of these methods is warranted.
We have yet to understand if starting methods exist for TSRK methods with c 1 = 0, if there are good starting methods for all TSRK methods of order 6 (the weights of the starting method for c 1 near zero are very large), and if there are suitable starting methods for TSRK methods of order 8 (for which serious deterioration of the order occurred when used with an adaptive stepsize). A more serious challenge that remains is to determine how such starting methods may be designed to accommodate a change of stepsize.
To solve the order conditions of the method for each starting derivative, a constraint is imposed on the nodes. To obtain nodes for each starting method to lie inside [0,1], select suitable values of c 3 and c 5 , and then find a value of c 4 which equates the following polynomial to zero.
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